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a b s t r a c t 

Person re-identification (re-id) addresses the problem of whether “a query image corresponds to an identity 

in the database ” and is believed to play a fundamental role in security enforcement in the near future, 

particularly in crowded urban environments. Due to many possibilities in selecting appropriate model 

architectures, datasets, and settings, the performance reported by the state-of-the-art re-id methods os- 

cillates significantly among the published surveys. Therefore, it is difficult to understand the mainstream 

trends and emerging research difficulties in person re-id. This paper proposes a multi-dimensional taxon- 

omy to categorize the most relevant researches according to different perspectives and tries to unify the 

categorization of re-id methods and fill the gap between the recently published surveys. Furthermore, we 

discuss the open challenges with a focus on privacy concerns and the issues caused by the exponential 

increase in the number of re-id publications over the recent years. Finally, we discuss several challenging 

directions for future studies. 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Many countries consider video surveillance either as a primary 

ool to enforce security and prosecute criminals or simply as a 

rime deterrent tool. Following an incident, law enforcement au- 

horities can review the available video footage, and identify a set 

f interest subjects, by matching the captured images/video to the 

nrolled IDs [9] . 

Given an input query, the person re-id systems compare and 

atch the input data with the existing identities in the database 

 gallery set), probably captured from non-overlapping cameras and 

t different time intervals [3] . The goal is to retrieve an ordered 

ist of the known identities with the most similarities to the query 

erson. To this end, as outlined in Fig. 1 (a), three modules (detec- 

ion, tracking, and retrieval) work together, each one requiring a 

upervised learning phase on data that represent system settings. 

n the computer vision community, the tasks of person detection 

nd tracking are considered independent fields that –at the end–

elp to obtain the gallery set. Therefore, aligned with the previ- 

us researches, in this paper we regard the person re-id exclu- 

ively as a retrieval problem that includes four main tasks: a) data 

ollection; b) annotation; c) model training; and d) inference (see 

ig. 1 (b)). 
✩ Handle by Associate Editor Michele Nappi. 
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Full-body person re-id methods are either based on gait (dy- 

amic) or appearance features. While gait is a unique behavioral 

iometric trait that is hard to counterfeit, it is highly dependent 

n the body-joints motion and can be affected by the slope of 

he surfaces, subjects’ shoes and illness [25] . On the other side, 

ppearance-based approaches rely on visual features such as edges, 

hape, color, texture, and expressiveness of the data. Therefore, 

eing intrinsically different, the gait-based and visual-based ap- 

roaches can be considered as disjoint tasks, both in terms of the 

xisting databases and identification techniques. In this paper, for 

onsistency purposes, we focus exclusively on the visual-based re- 

d approaches and refer the readers interested in gait-based re-id 

o [6,25] . 

Person re-id has attracted considerable interest in the last 

ecade, with more than 53 papers published only in the CVPR 2019 

nd ICCV 2019 conferences. Over the past decade, many review ar- 

icles have been published to organize the methods available in the 

esearch literature, each one study the problem from different and 

ften contradictory perspectives. As relevant examples, Leng et al. 

16] and Ye et al. [39] discuss the open-world setting versus close- 

orld re-id and analyze the discrepancies, while [2,37] survey the 

ethods from the deep learning point of view and emphasis the 

ffectiveness of deep neural network structures upon re-id mod- 

ls performance. Wang et al. [36] addresses the challenge of het- 

rogeneous re-id, in which the query and gallery sets allocate to 

ifferent domains, and [23] studies the importance of efficiency 

nd computational complexity in deep re-id architectures. Totally, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2020.12.017
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patrec
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patrec.2020.12.017&domain=pdf
mailto:Ehsan.yaghoubi@ubi.pt
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Fig. 1. An end-to-end re-id model detects and tracks the individuals in a video, and then retrieves the query person, while a typical re-id model focuses on the retrieval 

task. 
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e identified more than 20 body-based person re-id surveys, 12 

ere published as journal papers, 3 as books, and the remaining 

re available on ArXiv. From these resources, 9 papers have been 

ublished since 2019. For the complete list of surveys and reading 

ore information about each article, we refer the readers to the 

ppendix. 

.1. Contributions 

a) As our first and foremost motivation, we propose a multi- 

dimensional taxonomy that distinguishes between the person 

re-id models, based on their main approach, type of learning, 

identification settings, strategy of learning, data modality, type 

of queries and context ( Section 2 ). 

b) We briefly discuss the privacy and security concerns in surveil- 

lance, with a focus on Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs), 

to encourage the research community to introduce privacy-by- 

design and default systems ( Section 3 ). 

c) We identify several emerging deviations caused by an evidently 

growing number of publications over the last few years and dis- 

cuss the open issues and point out for future directions in this 

topic ( Section 4 ). 

owever, the detailed analysis of the existing methods is out of the 

cope of our discussion, and this short survey of surveys should be 

egarded as a complement to the existing primary surveys. 

. Person re-identification taxonomy 

Generally, re-id models have several independent features that 

elp to categorize the methods from different perspectives, as 

hown in Fig. 2 . Here, we not only provide a multi-dimensional 

axonomy as an overall insight into the existing research, but we 

xplore novel ideas from various points of view as well. As an 

xample, the challenges in a deep learning model based on a 

ext-query with open-world setting are totally different from the 

hallenges of a model designed for a close-world setting with 

n RGB video-query. Therefore, in the following subsections, af- 

er discussing how data-acquisition and data-domain affect the 

e-id methods, we review the existing strategies for designing a 

e-id model, followed by a short description of the most popu- 

ar approaches for implementation of the strategies. Finally, we 

riefly explain the categorization in system settings, context, data- 

odality, and learning-type. 

.1. Query-type 

Before developing any re-id technique, two main properties of 

he data should be analyzed with particular attention: 

.1.1. Data-domain 

In image-based datasets, the model is trained on a few samples 

er individual, while in video-based benchmarks, for each person, 

everal sequence of images (i.e, video segments) are available. The 

xisting video-based datasets consist of either RGB or infrared data 
51 
40] , and both the query and gallery data are from the same do- 

ain (i.e., infrared-infrared, RGB-RGB ); whereas the image-based 

e-id datasets are classified into RGB-Depth, RGB-infrared, RGB- 

ketch, RGB-text , and RGB-RGB . RGB-RGB image-based datasets are 

lassified into short-term and long-term re-id –in which identical 

ersons may appear with different clothes . When retrieving a per- 

on from a gallery, the operator may input a query that comes 

rom different domains, which results in large distances between 

he features extracted from gallery and query data. When dealing 

ith different data modalities, developing methods for learning the 

ap between domains is critical, since typical similarity features 

e.g., texture and color) may be misleading. 

.1.2. Data-content 

Data acquisition protocols and conditions (which could be per- 

ormed either by handheld devices or stationary cameras) strongly 

etermine the properties of the resulting data and affect the kind 

f re-id techniques suitable for the problem. For instance, as shown 

n Fig. 3 , some data variability factors such as pose, motion, and 

cclusions heavily depend on the camera view angle and constraint 

he model’s performance. 

.2. Strategies 

Upon our analysis to the problem and to the existing sur- 

eys, we suggest that the existing re-id strategies can be broadly 

rouped according to five perspectives: scalability, pre-processing 

nd augmentation, model architecture design, post-processing 

trategies, and robustness to noise. 

.2.1. Scalability 

Speed, accuracy, and on-board processing are critical factors of 

 real-world person re-id system. The process of retrieving from 

arge-size gallery sets is a time-demanding task, as a solution of 

hich, designing efficient models and using hashing techniques 

ave been effective. The unnecessary parts and parameters of 

he network are removed using pruning or distillation techniques 

30] to increase the efficiency and build light-weighted models. 

ubsequently, the captured data can be processed on-board instead 

f transferring it to the operation center. Hashing [34] is the trans- 

ormation of the features to a compressed form, which not only 

ccelerates the searching process (matching) but occupies less area 

or storage as well. To tackle the problem of scalability in training 

hase and learn from huge volume of unlabeled data, a common 

olution is to apply transfer learning that is sometimes referred to 

s domain adaptation, in which we use an annotated source do- 

ain to learn the discriminative representation of the unlabeled 

arget domain. 

.2.2. Pre-processing and augmentation 

Apart from the basic pre-processing techniques (such as 

hannel-wise color alteration or random erasing) that increase the 

olume of the labeled data, most of the methods in this category 

se Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to synthesize new 
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Fig. 2. Multi-dimensional taxonomy ( Points-of-view ) of the person re-identification problem. 

Fig. 3. Examples of how varying capturing angles affect the salient points in the data and demand specific re-id solutions to obtain acceptable performance. 
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ata or edit the existing ones. Generate new poses for the existing 

dentities is a technique that allows the network to learn a com- 

rehensive presentation of individuals, while generating occluded 

ody-parts provides the model with new sets of features. More- 

ver, synthesizing new identities can be seen as a data augmen- 

ation technique that contributes to the re-id models’ performance 

f the synthetic data follows a similar distribution to the original 

ataset. 

The data undergoes substantial changes in color-style if we col- 

ect them from multiple cameras. However, a cross-camera style 

ransfer can cross-transforms the color and illumination between 

ameras, which can strongly improve the model performance. Per- 

orming style transfer over multiple datasets ( cross-dataset style 

ransfer ) is also used to increase the volume of the training data 

n the desired domain (e.g., transferring the style of night images 

o RGB images). 

.2.3. Architecture design 

The quality of the extracted features from the query and gallery 

ets is a factor that significantly determines the system’s perfor- 
52 
ance. Generally, there are two overlapped perspectives to de- 

ign a novel architecture for extracting discriminative representa- 

ion from the data: 

1) Design stream-based models, which could be investigated from 

two points of view: (a) in the first perspective, the main objec- 

tive is to learn suitable metrics learning (using the loss func- 

tion) to reduce the intra-class variations and increase the inter- 

class variations [15] . Different from typical re-id models that 

use single-stream architectures , some novel models propose to 

use dual-stream architectures to focus on the inputs’ similarity 

degree. Moreover, triplet/quadruplet-stream architectures use 

the images of the other identities as negative inputs and the 

images of the target person as positive and anchor inputs [14] . 

It worth mentioning that usually the weights and parameters 

are sheared between streams of the model, leading to a pop- 

ular architecture called Siamese networks [29] . (b) the second 

perspective to design stream-based models is to extract vari- 

ous features from one identity using multiple streams and fuse 

them together (e.g., fusing extracted information from motion, 
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Fig. 4. Some of patching strategies used to obtain fine-grained local representations of the input data. 
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semantic attributes, handcrafting techniques, and CNN-based 

methods). 

2) Design customized modules to perform specific processes for 

extracting robust discriminative features from data. When dis- 

cussing the customized-design, there are many possibilities; 

therefore, we sub-categorize them into three groups: (a) Patch- 

wise techniques . Patch-based analysis helps to extract minutiae 

information (known as fine-grained features) from the data, 

which helps to discriminate between inter-class samples that 

are visually similar to each other. Not only can the patch-wise 

techniques use various ways of patching (illustrated in Fig. 4 ), 

but they use different approaches to analyze each patch as well. 

For example, when using a simple Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) architecture, the comprehensive feature representation 

is obtained by processing all the patches one after another, 

while in a multi-input architecture, one can perform a cross- 

analysis –e.g., to extract shareable features from head-patches 

of two images. (b) Global-based processing techniques focus 

on the topology of the cameras and network consistency [34] . 

Three widely-used datasets (i.e., Market1501, DukeMTMC, and 

GRID) have provided the locations (aerial map), where each 

camera covers, to allow studying the effects of cameras’ topol- 

ogy on the model efficiency. As a vivid example, suppose two 

cameras cover the entrance and exit sides of a narrow street; 

thus, a person that is firstly captured in frontal-view proba- 

bly appears in rear-view on the next camera. (c) Attention- 

based techniques . By capturing images from different angles, 

some parts of the input-data undergo substantial changes in 

appearance, texture, shape, occlusion, and illumination. Funda- 

mentally, this is a misalignment problem, in which the model 

aims to find the target person by matching the correspond- 

ing regions of the body (e.g., head with head) in query and 

gallery data. The existing solutions are typically divided into: 

(i) special-wise attention; and (ii) multi-frame attention. Gen- 

erally, special-wise techniques search for salient pixels/regions 

on the image, which could be accomplished by performing a 

channel-wise operation, learning hard-masks, developing mod- 

ules for regional selection or by designing multi-input net- 

works. In the multi-frame attention architecture, the aim is to 

provide one feature representation from a sequence of images . 

.2.4. Post-processing 

The output of a re-id model is an ordered list of gallery iden- 

ities, according to the similarity between the gallery and query 

ata. This list is called ranking-list, and any further processes for 

e-ordering the results are known as re-ranking . Many intuitive 

cenarios could help refine this ranking list. For example, in case 

f being ranked particularly high for one query, a gallery image 

hould be ranked low for any other queries. Also, if the query 

erson has dark-skin, individuals with light-skins should not be 

anked high. Another frequent post-processing approach is the rank 

usion (fusion of ranking-lists) of multiple re-id methods, which is 

articularly suitable when accuracy is much more important than 

peed and computational cost. 
53 
.2.5. Robustness to noise 

Whether we use automatic human detection and tracking or 

erform it manually, errors, misalignment, and inconsistency in 

ounding-box detection are inevitable. Furthermore, the annota- 

ion process is a human-biased step that is mostly accompanied by 

ome percentage of errors that may affect the quality of the learn- 

ng process. There are three general approaches to tackle these 

hallenges [39] . Partial re-id techniques construct models capa- 

le of extracting shareable features from unoccluded body parts, 

hile outlaid bounding boxes and inaccurate tracking are studied 

nder the sample-noise reduction. Label-noise topic addresses the 

nnotation errors by limiting the model not to be overfilled on the 

abels. 

.3. Approaches 

The discussed strategies (in Section 2.2 ) could be taken in to ac- 

ount by three approaches: deep learning, hand-crafting , and the 

ombination of both ( hybrid ). 

In the last decade, re-id systems were usually implemented 

ased on knowledge-based feature extractors, which could be clas- 

ified into four main groups: camera geometry/calibration, color 

alibration, descriptor learning, and distance metric learning. As 

ost of the traditional techniques were built upon appearance- 

ased similarities, designing discriminative visual descriptors and 

earning distance metrics upon person clothes were more popular 

han other methods [32] . 

Many studies focused on deep structures or a combination of 

eep neural networks and traditional methods after the advent of 

eep learning approaches. In the context of deep learning, Convo- 

utional Neural Networks (CNNs) analyze the input data at a sin- 

le instance, while in Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) the data 

s treated as a sequence of inputs; then, taking advantage of an 

nternal state (memory), the critical information of each sequence 

s accumulated to construct the final feature representative of the 

nput. Finally, generative networks are classified into Variational 

uto-Encoder (VAE) and GAN, each aiming to find the distribution 

f the original dataset to generate new data. In re-id, GAN-based 

pproaches have shown promising results with both augmenting 

he dataset, and editing the samples (e.g., style transferring, com- 

leting the occluded body-parts, etc.) 

.4. Identification settings 

Re-id model are either classified into the open-world or closed- 

orld settings. The closed-world assumption deals with match- 

ng one-to-many samples, so that the query image is surely cor- 

esponding to one of the gallery individuals. On the other hand, 

here are different interpretations for the open-world setting: (1) it 

ight regard a multi-camera problem in which the gallery evolves 

ver time, and the ever-changing query may not be presented in 

he gallery. Moreover, the system could re-identify multi-subjects 

t once [31] ; (2) it might regard a group-based verification task 

iming to determine whether the query appears in the gallery or 
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Table 1 

Performance of the state-of-the-art re-id methods. 

Field of study Dataset Method R 1 mAP 

RGB-Thermal RegDB [39] 70.0 66.4 

RGB-infrared SYSU-MM01 [17] 49.9 50.7 

RGB-Sketch Sketch Re-ID [10] 49.0 –

RGB-Text CUHK-PEDES [1] 56.7 –

Infrared-infrared KnightReid [40] 14.3 10.2 

RGB-D KinectReID [28] 99.4 –

RGBD-ID [28] 76.7 –

Unsupervised Market-1501 [8] 86.2 68.7 

DukeMTMC ∗ [8] 76.0 60.3 

RGB image-based Market-1501 [5] 95.7 89.0 

CUHK03 [39] 63.6 62.0 

MSMT17 [39] 68.3 49.3 

DukeMTMC ∗ [5] 91.1 81.4 

RGB video-based 3DPeS [42] 78.9 –

PRID2011 [18] 95.5 –

iLDS-VID [19] 88.9 93.0 

MARS [21] 90.0 82.8 

DukeMTMC-VideoReID 

∗ [19] 96.2 95.4 

LS-VID [18] 63.1 44.3 

PRW [38] 73.6 33.4 

Long-term Motion-ReID 

∗ [41] 65.7 –

Celeb-reID [12] 51.2 9.8 

∗Not publicly available. 
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ot, without the necessity of retrieving matched person(s) [4] ; and 

3) any real-world application that excludes the close-world setting 

ould be considered as an open-world problem. For example, in Ye 

t al. [39] , researches that deal with heterogeneous data, raw im- 

ges/videos, limited labels, and noisy annotations have been con- 

idered as open-world studies [35] . 

.5. Context 

Context is another point of view towards re-id problems so that 

f the system relies on the external contextual information (e.g., 

amera/geometric information) rather than using the data itself, it 

s considered as a contextual system [3] . However, after the advent 

f deep learning technologies, only a small proportion of works 

onsider person re-id from the contextual perspective [34] . Mean- 

hile, contextual based re-id datasets should provide extra infor- 

ation such as full-frame data, cameras’ locations and capturing 

ngles e.g., using an aerial map. 

.6. Data-modality 

Given the various data modalities for the query and gallery sets, 

he re-id task can be regarded either as a heterogeneous re-id (He- 

eid) or homogeneous (Ho-Reid) problem. In a Ho-Reid perspec- 

ive, the query and gallery data have similar modalities, while in 

he He-Reid the query is from another domain (for example, if the 

allery consists of RGB-images, the query could be a verbal de- 

cription of the target person). Therefore, in He-Reid, discrepancies 

etween the query-domain and the gallery-domain are huge so 

hat the methods developed for Ho-Reid cannot be directly applied 

o these problems. Dealing with two different data modalities, He- 

eid techniques aim to bridge the gap between domains and de- 

rease the inter-modality discrepancy, for which there are several 

ethods [36] : (1) learning a metric to decrease the gap between 

eatures of each domain; (2) learning shared features; and 3) uni- 

ying modalities before feature extraction by transferring both do- 

ains to a latent domain. So far, owing to Generative Adversarial 

etworks (GAN), unifying the modalities has shown better results 

hat are discussed at the end of this section. 

.7. Learning-type 

Supervised, semi supervised, weakly supervised, and unsuper- 

ised learning [20] are the annotation-based learning types. Due 

o leveraging the manually annotated data, supervised methods 

chieve superior accuracy than other methods. However, some 

orks develop weakly-supervised or unsupervised methods to not 

nly ease the process of data annotation but also train the model 

n an excessive amount of unlabeled data. The main categories in 

nsupervised learning are domain adaption, dictionary learning, fea- 

ure representation extraction, distance measurement , and clustering 

34] , from which Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) has at- 

racted the most attention. In UDA, taking advantage of a labeled 

ataset (source domain), the model learns the discriminative rep- 

esentation of the unlabeled data (target domain). Therefore, the 

istance between the data distribution of domains is minimized, so 

hat target-domain data can be treated as the source-domain data 

or training purposes. Different from the time-consuming annota- 

ion process for supervised methods (all people in the video are 

nnotated one-by-one), weakly-supervised annotation is a video- 

evel process, in which each video needs one label, indicating the 

Ds appeared in that video. 

.8. State-of-the-art performance comparison 

Table 1 shows the performance (rank-1 and mean Average Pre- 

ision (mAP)) of the state-of-the-art techniques, most published in 
54 
019 and 2020. In these works, the gallery set is always composed 

f RGB images/videos, except in Zhang et al. [40] (with 14.3% ac- 

uracy for rank-1 retrieval), where both the gallery and query sets 

ontain infrared images captured at night. 

Wang et al. [36] reported that the performance of all the 

e-Reid works is lower than 40%, whereas the latest papers 

ave claimed 56.7%, 4 9.0%, 4 9.%9, and 70.0% rank-1 accuracy for 

GB-text, RGB-sketch, RGB-infrared, and RGB-thermal, respectively, 

ointing for a fast improvement in performance in this field. 

Table 1 enables to conclude that He-Reid and long-term re- 

d are the least matured fields of study, respectively with 70% 

39] and 65.7% [41] rank-1 accuracy, while [8] is an unsupervised 

erson re-id work that is close to the hopeful boundary, with 86.2 

 and 76% rank-1 accuracy on the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC 

atasets, respectively. 

On the other hand, even though studies based on RGB images 

nd RGB videos have achieved higher results, their performance 

s highly dependent on the dataset, such that rank-1 accuracy in 

GB video-based studies is in a rage from 63.1 % [18] to 96.2% 

19] for the LS-VID and DukeMTMC-VideoReID datasets, respec- 

ively; similarly, in RGB image-based researches, Chen et al. [5] has 

chieved 95.7% rank-1 accuracy on the Market-1501 dataset, while 

39] reports this number around 63.6% for their experiments on 

he CUHK03 dataset. 

. Privacy concerns 

IAPP, the International Association of Privacy Professionals, de- 

nes that privacy is the right to be free from interference or in- 

rusion and to remain anonymous, and information privacy regards 

he control over our own personal information. Among the possi- 

le ways of privacy violation [27] (i.e., watching, listening, locat- 

ng/tracking, detecting/sensing, personal data monitoring, and data 

nalytics), we pay attention to the visual monitoring that has re- 

ently engaged the research community, due to the sensitiveness 

f monitoring people or collecting their personal visual data (from 

he Internet) without their consent. In this scope, several well- 

nown benchmarks (e.g., Brainwash, DuckMTMC , and MS-Celeb-1M ) 

ere permanently suspended by their authors [11] , in most cases 

ue to the absence of explicit authorization from the subjects in 
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he dataset to have their data collected and disseminated for re- 

earch purposes. 

Overall, there are two solutions to reduce the privacy concern 

n person re-id models: privacy-by-design principles and Privacy- 

nhancing Technologies (PETs). 

Privacy-by-design principles are some standards to protect data 

hrough technology design, published by the law enforcement 

gencies 1 , 2 and enforce companies to respect the privacy of their 

ustomers. In these standards, information tracking is defined as 

 principle that allows people to manage and track whom they 

ave access to their private information (and to what extend). In 

ontrast, the data minimization principle states that enterprises 

hould only process the minimum necessary data. For example, a 

isual surveillance panel that processes the crowd for displaying 

elated advertisements may need to recognize the human seman- 

ic attributes (e.g., gender, clothing styles, etc.), but should avoid 

esigning a system that detects faces, analyzes the skin color, and 

eople’s race. 

PETs are methods of protecting data, including anonymization, 

erturbation, and encryption [7] . In anonymization, the sensitive 

nformation is removed to perform a complete de-identification, 

enerally accomplished by masking, while in perturbation, the sen- 

itive attributes of the data are replaced with noisy or otherwise 

ltered data. On the other hand, security techniques reversibly dis- 

uise the identifying information. Examples of PETs in person re-id 

ould be disguising pedestrian’s faces in the gallery set using gen- 

rative networks to reduces the risk of privacy intrusion; however, 

t indicates the need for methods that are able to perform the re-id 

ask on anonymized data and possibly reconstruct the true faces if 

sked by the authorities [26] . As a method for developing fast re- 

d, hashing could be used to design a re-id model that works with 

ncrypted data and reduces the risk of hacking. 

. Discussion and future directions 

.1. Biases and problems 

The number of methods in person re-id has considerably in- 

reased in recent years, leading to some biases and problems such 

s unfair comparisons, low originality in techniques, and insuffi- 

ient attention to some of the important perspectives in the prob- 

em. 

.1.1. Unfair comparisons 

Based on the re-implementation of several state-of-the-art re-id 

ethods, a recent baseline [22] explicitly concluded that the im- 

rovements reported in some works were mainly due to training 

ricks rather than to any conceptual advancement of the method 

tself, which has led to an exaggeration of the success of such tech- 

iques. Therefore, to show the effectiveness of the model, we sug- 

est to perform an ablation study on the proposed method, such 

hat the basic model is first evaluated, and each proposed compo- 

ent is added one by one over the baseline to show the effective- 

ess of the idea. Further, to show the superiority of the method 

ver the existing state of the arts, authors should remain the ar- 

hitecture and parameters constant as much as possible, so that 

e are certain that the improvement is caused by the idea [24] . 

.1.2. Low originality 

Although using the power of other fields in person re-id is valu- 

ble and improves the performance of state of the art, in recent 
1 https://gdpr-info.eu/ . 
2 https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/report- a- concern/ . 

c

m

M

t

55 
ears, excessive attention to these kinds of contributions has de- 

reased the number of original works with significant contribu- 

ions. In the literature, we repeatedly face with re-implementation 

f other fields’ ideas as original re-id methods, creating compe- 

ition for a mere copy of outside ideas into re-id problems. For 

xample, as confirmed by Musgrave et al. [24] , after the success 

f LSTM, GAN, Siamese network, backbone networks (ResNet, In- 

eption, GoogleNet), various loss functions, etc., many authors re- 

eated the same ideas on the re-id datasets. 

.1.3. Insufficient attention to some perspectives 

A long-term re-id model capable of retrieving multi-modality 

ueries is much more realistic and useful than a close-world, 

ingle-modality retrieval system. Nevertheless, why does exist 

ore researches in the second scenario?. Understanding the na- 

ure of the deep neural network is the answer to this question. 

t is known that deep neural networks are efficient in feature 

xtraction, and they have shown promising results specifically in 

roblems dealing with appearance-based features. Thereby, re-id 

cenarios under close-world setting and homogeneous RGB data- 

odality have shown considerable performance improvement. On 

he other hand, there is little attention to some challenges such as 

pen-world setting, long-time re-id, heterogeneous modality, and 

on-contextual tasks. 

.2. Open issues 

In this section, we discuss the major open issues in the re-id 

roblem and point out for some possible further directions. 

Person re-id performance has several important covariates, such 

s variations in background, illumination, occlusion, body-pose, 

nd other view-dependent variables [16,33] . In particular, we em- 

hasize the role of data annotation: when training deep neural 

etworks, the more the annotated data are available, the better 

he performance would be. However, data preparation for re-id is 

n expensive, tedious, and time-consuming process, opening the 

pace for developing novel semi-supervised, weakly supervised or 

ven unsupervised solutions for training the models [39] . 

Affected by similar covariates, other pattern recognition tasks 

e.g., iris recognition, cross-domain clothing analysis, multi-object 

racking) have significantly helped the person re-id in several di- 

ections such as unsupervised learning, extraction of discriminative 

eature sets, and application of robust metric learning techniques. 

evertheless, some challenges are related explicitly to the re-id 

ask: for example, by increasing the volume of the re-id datasets, 

he matching process (for retrieving the query person from a large- 

cale gallery set) takes substantially more time, indicating the need 

or fast re-id methods [39] . 

Furthermore, for a real-world re-id system, it is necessary to 

earch the query person independent of its data-type. However, 

ue to the lack of large datasets consisted of multi-modal data, 

urrent heterogeneous works are limited to single cross-modality 

earches, and the gallery set often consists of RGB images. Unifying 

odalities of the query set and gallery set is another open issue in 

eterogeneous re-id that could be fulfilled by mapping the modal- 

ty of both sets either to each other interchangeably or to a latent 

pace [36] . 

Apart from most of researches in the literature that are based 

n appearance, long-term re-id solves the issue of retrieving the 

ame person with different appearance and clothing style [2] . 

herefore, studies in this area should consider challenges such 

s: (1) going beyond appearance-based features and extract dis- 

riminative features from hard-biometrics (face and gait) and 

ore robust soft-biometrics (height, body volume, body contours). 

eanwhile, recent facial recognition techniques that typically are 

rained on high-resolution data (with controlled pose-variation) 

https://gdpr-info.eu/
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/report-a-concern/
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ay not increase the overall performance when dealing with low- 

uality faces in the wild; (2) long-term re-id in real applications is 

ften tied to open-world setting challenges such as scalability (how 

o deal with large databases) and generalization (adding new cam- 

ras to the existing system) [16] . It worth mentioning that person 

earch is a slightly different research area that aims to locate the 

rob person within a whole frame containing one/several persons 

13] . 

Currently, a plethora of human detection and tracking tech- 

iques are available for different platforms. By generalizing 

hem for the handheld devices –thanks to high-speed internet 

onnections–, mobile person re-id can quickly become a trivial 

ask, which raises many privacy and security concerns. Thus, both 

ecure storage of the gallery set and proposing re-id methods that 

onform privacy concerns by design and default are of the utmost 

hallenges. 

. Conclusion 

Person re-id aims to retrieve an ordered list of the identities 

rom a database, with respect to query images taken from one or 

ultiple non-overlapping cameras. In result of the extensive re- 

earch carried out over the last years for solving the primary pat- 

ern recognition challenges (e.g., pose variations, partial occlusions 

nd dynamic data acquisition conditions), re-id systems have suc- 

essfully passed the human accuracy-level in easy scenarios (i.e., 

hen the model is trained based on supervised learning and close- 

orld setting in RGB heterogeneous modality). In this paper, we 

roposed a multi-view taxonomy that considers the different cate- 

orizations available in the re-id literature to ease the discovery of 

ealistic and feasible scenarios for future directions. Furthermore, 

e discussed the importance of the concept of privacy in this field 

nd briefly reviewed several strategies to improve systems’ security 

nd privacy by default. Finally, after discussing some of the issues 

aused by an evidently growing number of publications in recent 

ears, we pointed out for some of the open issues in this extremely 

hallenging problem. 
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